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Wonderchef Nutri-pot enables you to cook healthy and tasty food everyday. It is a 
combination of 7 kitchen appliances in 1 - Pressure Cooker, Steamer, Yogurt Maker, 
Sauté, Rice Cooker, Warmer & Slow Cooker. Microcomputer technology automatically 
controls humidity, pressure and time according to different types of food ingredients. 
Wonderchef Nutri-pot is multi-functional, easy to use, saves time and electricity 
through scientific cooking.

Benefits:-

1. Wonderchef Nutri-pot is an automatic personal cooker, your personal robot

2. Automatic 18 pre-set functions for preparing different types of dishes - resulting 
in perfect cooking everytime! Manual function helps in selecting the cooking time as 
per individual preference for different recipes

3. The micro-computer technology saves upto 40% of electricity in comparison to 
other cooking appliances like Slow Cooker and Electric Rice Cooker

4.    The special silicone gasket maintains the required pressure for ideal cooking 

5.    It is fully customized according to the requirements for Indian recipes 

6. Hard anodized coating makes the inner pot super strong, which will never rust 
and will not get scratched easily

7. Wonderchef Nutri-pot is equipped with thermal fuse and anti-burnout feature

8. Wonderchef Nutri-Pot has seven safety features:-
        I. Open and Close:
           Pressure will not get built-up in Nutri-Pot if the Lid is not locked properly. 
           Additionally, the lid will not open till the pressure safety valve drops down,
           once cooking is done.
      II. Pressure Control Device
          If the pressure exceeds the limit during the cooking process, the micro-     
     computer will cut off the power. Once the pressure drops below the required  
   limit, it will start automatically and continue with the cooking process.
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III. Pressure Limit Valve
The pressure limit valve will get activated and control the pressure inside, if the 
pressure control device and thermostat do not work.
IV. Anti-clog Cap
The cover prevents the food from blocking the pressure limit valve. 
V. Pressure Release Device
The pressure will start rising inside if the pressure control device and pressure 
limit valve fail. This will immediately activate the flat elastic device support under 
the heating plate. As this device gets activated, the inner pot will move down and 
create a space between the bowl and the silicone gasket, further releasing the 
pressure.
VI. Thermostat
If the temperature exceeds the specified limit, the thermostat will get activated 
and cut off the power. The power will be restored automatically as the tempera-
ture drops below the cooking temperature.
VII. Thermal fuse
Incase if the thermostat fails to control the temperature, the thermal fuse will 
cut-off the circuit when the temperature exceeds the maximum limit.

Technical details
Voltage: 230~50Hz
Power consumption:  1000W
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GENERAL VIEW OF THE SAFETY DEVICES OF NUTRI-POT
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It will cut off the circuit when the appliance reaches its maximum temperature.

Press down to assemble

Block Proof
Pull up to disassemble Disassembled Pot

Sealing Ring18  Steaming Plate 17
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230V~50Hz

230V~50Hz
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Nutri-Pot 6
Litre

Inner Pot
Metal Pot
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Function/
Time

Function/
Time

Pressure
 Time

Pressure

10m

10m

8-12m 30m-3h

10m 1h 15m 8h 25m 12m 15m

15m 16m 25m 20m 5m 15m 35m 15m

Adjust 
Time

Adjust 
Time

8-12m 10-20m 12-20m 20-30m

8m-20m

5-30m 3-8m

18-32m

10-18m 30-45m

12-18m

12-20m

SOUP STEAM YOGURT CAKE SAMBHAR BABY 
FOOD

SLOW 
COOK

SAUTE
BHUNA

8-15h 8-15m
Can’t 
adjust

RICE CHICKEN
CURRY

MUTTON
CURRY MANUAL REHEAT DAL RAJMA/

CHOLE
VEG
CURRYPULAO

KHICHDI
BIRYANI

Note:

1. Pressure time 
It shows the actual cooking time after steam is built-up. For e.g. when you select Rice, the time will be 
displayed as 10 minutes, before it enters the cooking program. You can adjust the cooking time by 
using "+ , -" functions. The display time indicates that after the food is boiled, the food will be under 
pressure for10 minutes. The lid can't be opened during this time. After this time, there are 3 sounds of 
"beep", that means the cooker has stopped building pressure, and the pressure starts getting released. 
The lid can be opened after pressure valve drops down.

2. Delay time :
To use this function, press the "Delay Time" button and adjust the time using "+,-" functions. If the 
time displayed is "2:00", it indicates the food will begin getting cooked after 2 hours. The preset timings 
range is from 30 minutes (minimum) to 24 hours (maximum)

3. Taste choice:
Select from 3 diferent cooking timings & "soft, standard & hard" texture as per your choice.

Warning:
Please don't open the lid forcefully when the cooker is under high pressure. It is dangerous. 
The lid can only be opened after the steam is released completely and the pressure valve has fallen 

Time
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Reheating
    

Slow cook
    

    Baby Food
    

    Keep warm
       Cancel
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Wine

Sauté

Yogurt

Ferment

Poultry

Cake

 Health  
Cooking

Personalized 
   Cooking

Taste Choice

    Rice 
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1. Remove the lid. Hold the lid handle, turn clock-wise then pull the lid upwards. 
(see picture 1 and 2)

The maximum water level is attained by using 12 cups of water inside the pot. 
Measuring cup is provided with your Nutri-pot.

water and/or ingredients 

material T

Limits: Note that the total volume of the food and water must not exceed 80% (4/5) of the 
total height of the pot. Soaked food must not exceed 60% (3/5) of the total height of the pot.
Also, food and water must not be below 20% (1/5) of the total height of the pot. 
(Refer picture 3, 4 and 5)

.

80% 60% 20%
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fitted

fits well on the lid.
H

. You will hear a “crack” sound which indicates that the lid is 

. Attention: Ensure the power cord is properly 

directions

locked. (See picture 8 & 9)

9

or a non-metallic soft brush. 
Wipe it with a dry cloth.

inserted to avoid accidents.
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4. The level for food and water must be in accordance with the rule No. 2

5. Do not damage the seal ring. Do not use any other rubber ring

6. Always keep the anti-blockup cover clean. Keep the pressure limit valve and 
float valve clean

7. Do not open the lid until the float valve falls down

8. Do not put any foreign material on the pressure limit valve or replace it with 
any other device

9. Do not use cloth to cover the rim of the lid and outer pot

10. Keep the bottom of the inner pot and the heating plate clean. Do not heat 
the inner pot using any other form of energy or replace it with any other pot

11. Keep your face and hands away the from the steam escape valve. Do not 
touch the lid while cooking

12. Use only silicone spatula inside the inner pot

12. Keep children away from the appliance

13. Please unplug the cord at once and send the cooker to service centre for 
repair, in case of any issues

14. Move the appliance using its own handles. Do not use the lid handle

15. Do not replace the components yourself. Contact our Service Centre

16. If the soft power cord is broken, it must be replaced only with the original 
one
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Supreme House, 7th Floor, Plot No. 94-C, Opp. IIT Main Gate Powai, Mumbai - 400076,
Maharashtra, India. 

Customer Care Number: 09152729455*  care@wonderchef.in | www.wonderchef.com
*Standard charges apply.
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Error Code

Error Code
Error Code

Error Code

Unable to lock 
the lid

Unable to lock 
the lid

Air leakage from 
the rim of the lid 

Float is blocked by the rod

The sealing ring may not be 
installed properly

Float is blocked by the rod

Something must be stuck on 
the sealing ring

Sealing ring is not installed

Sealing ring has worn out

The lid does not lock properly

Air leakage from 
the �oat valve

clean the sealing ring

install the sealing ring

check and judge the switch, 
change if necessary

Sensors are short-circuited

Sensors are disconnected

and 

Air leakage from the rim of the lid 
or the pressure limit valve

d

Something must be stuck on 
the sealing ring or �oat valve

Sealing ring for �oat has worn out change the sealing ring for �oat valve

The �oat does not 
rise up

The pressure limit valve is not 
in position

Not enough food and water

Over-heating

Pressure is not enough or pressure 
switch is aging

add more water


